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INTRODUCING 

A brand-new bespoke integrated handle collection, featuring four 

beautifully unique options available on an array of door styles, all aimed 

at ensuring you can truly create the kitchen of your dreams.

Blending aesthetic design with expert craftsmanship, Outline has been specifically developed 

to complement both traditional and contemporary settings, providing a unique character and 

charm, ensuring that whatever your style, our collection has something to suit you.
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The circular shape of Portal offers an elegant and soft handle choice, 

that works particularly well when paired with a modern kitchen.

Its playful, Scandinavian inspired design, with a distinct round backplate, 

captures an eclectic and retro feel, whilst its timeless shape delivers the 

optimal grip, ensuring your handle choice is as functional as it is beautiful. 
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Subtly sculpted into the perimeter of the door, Edge offers a refined and 

considered handle that is equally suited to modern or traditional homes.

Appearing to be at one with the door style, its beautifully curved corners 

soften the overall design, whilst adding depth and interest, creating an 

inviting and unified appearance.
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The linear appearance of Channel offers a contemporary and reserved 

handle with a subtle emphasis towards flow and movement, synonymous 

with a seamlessly sleek design.

This sophisticated shape features slightly rounded edges and a striking 

rectangular backplate, to create an ergonomic handle that reflects the 

modern nature of a contemporary design. 
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A natural evolution of Channel, Extended Channel’s bold, geometric 

shape creates a beautifully sleek, ultra-modern appearance.

Influenced by German design, its slightly rounded edges and elongated 

backplates combine to deliver a functional yet adventurous handle, 

perfectly suited for the modern-day homeowner. 
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T I M B E R

PA I N T E D

BACKPLATE  OPT IONS

O A K

M AT C H I N G

WA L N U T

C A R B O N

At the heart of this beautifully unique collection, lies an array of distinctive backplates, 
ensuring you can create a kitchen that is truly tailored around your individual personality. 
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ME TA L L I C

A N T I Q U E  B R O N Z E 
E F F E C T

B R U S H E D  B R A S S

A G E D  B R A S S

B R I G H T  C O P P E R

BACKPLATE  OP T IONS
Bursting with character, our selection of metallic backplates will enable 
you to stand out from the crowd in any contemporary or classic setting. 
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Our best-selling contemporary slab 
takes on a whole new look and feel 
with the playful introduction of this 
Scandinavian inspired Portal handle.  

Fusing together the industrial undertones 
of exposed brick, framed glass doors, 
and ambient wall lighting, with a bold 
yet traditional colour palette of Bay 
Green, Dust Grey and Brushed Brass, this 
beautifully striking kitchen offers a seamless 
harmony between modern and classic 
that will work well in any Urban setting. 

Encapsulating the entire space, the 
Portal handle is the perfect partner 
to work within a multifunctional living 
environment. From the elegant and 
soft kitchen, to the retro yet extremely 
desirable media work unit, this unique 
handle captures your attention, revealing 
just enough of its round, contrasting 
Brushed Brass and Walnut backplate to 
add a bold, crafted detail to your design.

SHOWN HERE  ON PORTER

Door style: Porter

Colour: Bay Green, Dust Grey 
and Sage

Handle style: Portal

Backplate: Brushed Brass 
and Walnut

Worksurface: Strata Quartz Trinity 
Concrete

REPL ICATE  THE  LOOK
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PORTER

PA IR  PORTAL  WITH :

Offering the perfect canvas to unleash minimalist styling, Porter Portal is sophisticated yet 
functional, creating a timeless, contemporary space, that is perfect for any home. 

STANDARD COLOURS FURTHER PA INTED 
COLOURS

+

PorcelainWhite Dove GreyCashmere Silver Grey Dust Grey Graphite Hartforth
Blue
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F ITZROY

STANDARD COLOURS FURTHER PA INTED 
COLOURS

+

Porcelain Dove GreyStone Partridge 
Grey

Dust Grey Hartforth
Blue

A simple Shaker with a smooth painted finish, Fitzroy Portal provides an ideal canvas to create a striking, 
quintessentially British look, or stay pared back to maintain a refined and understated style.
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SHOWN HERE  ON MORNINGTON SHAKER

Offering a modern twist on this classic 
shaker, our beautifully crafted Edge 
handle has been subtly sculpted into 
the perimeter of the door, allowing 
for a design that is as attractive as it 
is functional. Appearing to be at one 
with the door, thanks to the perfectly 
painted matching backplate, the 
slightly turned-up corners provide 
a softer, unified appearance, whilst 
still retaining a handleless appeal. 

A muted yet warming colour palette, 
combined with classic cornice, a striking 
waterfall down-stand, and open shelving, 
gives the illusion of a traditional farmhouse 
scene, whilst the U-shaped layout, full height 
appliance bank and exposed wine rack, 
allows for a ‘new build’ feel at the same time. 

The simplistic design is continued right 
through to the utility room, offering the 
homeowner a free flowing, dynamic space, 
perfectly situated for a busy family life. 
And, ensuring the kitchen really does 
cater for everyone, a built-in dog shower 
and bed has been cleverly factored in to 
this multi-functional, hub of the home. 

Door style: Mornington Shaker

Colour: Stone and Porcelain

Handle style: Edge

Backplate: Matching

Worksurface: Sensa Vancouver

REPL ICATE  THE  LOOK
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SHOWN HERE  ON HUNTON

A completely different take on a muted 
palette, Hunton Edge provides a relaxed, 
pared back space, that remains dignified 
and controlled throughout. The astute 
blend of smooth painted Porcelain 
doors, with a combination of either 
matching Porcelain or striking Carbon 
backplates, offers depth and interest 
through accent features, ensuring 
the overall canvas remains simple yet 
impactful.  

With our new-found outlook on a happy yet 
healthy work-life balance, this multifunctional 
room offers a perfectly proportioned space, 
allowing for family life, entertaining or simply 
somewhere to gather at the end of the day. 
The open-plan design is effortlessly optimised 
through floor-to-ceiling windows, full height 
wall units, and an integrated breakfast bar, 
whilst even the most unassuming of spaces 
has been accounted for, courtesy of a Carbon 
coloured ‘home bar’ and wine fridge. 

Proving that this handle really can work well in 
any setting, the combination of both a painted 
Porcelain and painted Carbon, offers a tonal 
hue without being overpowering, whilst still 
retaining a versatile linear feel, complementing 
the detail of a traditional Shaker door.  

Door style: Hunton

Colour: Porcelain and Carbon

Handle style: Edge

Backplate: Matching and Carbon

Worksurface: Dekton Targa Gloss

REPL ICATE  THE  LOOK
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PORTER

PA IR  EDGE  WITH :

Available in eight standard colours, or a further palette of painted hues, Porter 
Edge has an range of possibilities to take on any contemporary setting. 

STANDARD COLOURS FURTHER PA INTED 
COLOURS

+

PorcelainWhite Dove GreyCashmere Silver Grey Dust Grey Graphite Hartforth
Blue
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F ITZROY
Achieve a sophisticated heritage feel to your design through the striking combination 
of Fitzroy’s smooth painted finish and Edge’s simple yet impactful integrated handle. 

STANDARD COLOURS FURTHER PA INTED 
COLOURS

+

Porcelain Dove GreyStone Partridge 
Grey

Dust Grey Hartforth
Blue
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MORNINGTON SHAKER

PAIR  EDGE  WITH :

With a distinctive ash-grain finish, Mornington Shaker is a timeless classic, ready and waiting to be made your own.

STANDARD COLOURS FURTHER PA INTED 
COLOURS

+

Porcelain Dove GreyStone Partridge 
Grey

Regiment Dust Grey Graphite Hartforth
Blue
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MORNINGTON BEADED
An intricate beaded detail and distinctive Edge handle, blends both the modern and traditional aesthetic perfectly. 

STANDARD COLOURS FURTHER PA INTED 
COLOURS

+

Porcelain Dove GreyStone Partridge 
Grey

Dust Grey Graphite Hartforth
Blue
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HUNTON

PAIR  EDGE  WITH :

An unassuming one-piece design, Hunton Edge offers a contemporary take on a classic Shaker. 

STANDARD COLOURS FURTHER PA INTED COLOURS+

Porcelain Dove Grey Dust Grey Hartforth
Blue
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SHOWN HERE  ON PORTER

Two handles, both exclusive to Porter 
and with the same sophisticated 
linear appearance, offer a considered, 
symmetrical feel to this minimal design. 
Featuring slightly rounded edges 
and a striking rectangular backplate, 
Channel perfectly emphasises the flow 
and movement within this sleek and 
seamless space. In addition, Extended 
Channel perfectly provides a natural 
evolution of its smaller namesake, with 
an elongated geometric shape, creating 
an ultra-modern appearance for our 
most popular contemporary door. 

Synonymous with German kitchens, this 
space has everything you would expect from 
21st century design, carefully considering 
every element to ensure it delivers a highly 
functional aesthetic that exudes luxe and 
ambience. Floor-to-ceiling wall units, 
housing an appliance bank and cleverly 
composed cook’s cabinet, blend beautifully 
with a super contemporary, imposing 
island, to offer maximum impact with 
minimum effort. Beautifully separated by a 
Silestone Seaport breakfast bar, the double 
Island offers a multifunctional space for 
food preparation and a wet area, whereas 
the Walnut backplates, open shelving 
and huge windows, allow for a natural 
ambience letting the outside flood within.

&

Door style: Porter

Colour: White and Carbon

Handle style: Channel and Extended 
Channel

Backplate: Matching and Walnut

Worksurface: Silestone Seaport; 
Silestone Corktown

REPL ICATE  THE  LOOK
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PORTER � � � �

F ITZROY � � - -

H UNTON - � - -

MORNINGTON 
SHAKER - � - -

MORNINGTON 
BE ADED - � - -

CHOOSE YO U R 
PERFECT  PA IR ING
This flexible collection features a combination of nine door and handle styles, specifically designed to complement each other.
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PAINTED  COLOU RS

WHIT E

NEUTRALS

GREYS

ALABASTER 
MODERN

CHAL K P ORCELAIN MUSSEL STONE

DOVE GR EY DUST  GREY

CARBON

S ILVER  GREY P UTTY

SLAT E GRAP HITE

Designed to offer just enough choice without being overpowering, our carefully curated palette of  
35 beautiful painted colours, opens the door to even more possibilities when designing with Outline. 

From calming whites to on-trend greys, our neutral shades can provide a minimal canvas or unleash  
a striking statement, ensuring you can create a look that is solely yours. 
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SLAT E
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CASHMER E P IMENTODRY ROSE GEORGIAN 
RED

TRUFFLE LAVA

SAGE REGIMENTOL IVE BAY GREEN REGENTS 
GREEN

COPSE 
GREEN

WARM NE UTRALS

OLIVE  GRE ENS FOREST  GREENS

PA INTED  COLOU RS
From warming reds, to earthy greens, each shade has been carefully crafted with nature in mind. 
Whether you like to air on the side of caution or crave something a little more daring, we’re sure 
you’ll find something perfectly suited for you. 
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COPSE  GR EEN
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IVE S  BLU E CORNFLOWERCADET INKWELL

INK  BLUES

PART R ID GE 
GR EY

STORM BLUECHINA BLUE CHALK BLUE HARTFORTH 
BLUE

CHARCOAL

GREEN BLUES

PA INTED  COLOU RS
From clean and crisp blues, to warmer hues with hints of green, no matter the shade you choose, our palette 
will offer a grounded, understated feel – ensuring a tranquil environment at the heart of your home. 

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent painted colours, actual product colours may 

vary slightly from colours shown in this brochure. 

If opting for a dark kitchen, it is worth noting that darker shades can show up fingerprint marks more 

easily than lighter finishes, however these are easily removed with a soft Microfibre anti-scratch cloth.
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CA D ET
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PA IR  WITH 
RECOMMEN D E D 
HAND LES

Sometimes, the functionality of your kitchen or your 
unique individual style, might warrant a combination 
of Outline integrated and traditional handle types.

That’s why, we have an extensive collection of standard 
handles available in an array of complementing 
finishes for you to choose from – to ensure every 
possibility has been carefully considered.
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Explore the wealth of design options available by using our Outline Configurator online.

With over 2,500 combinations, this handy tool is the easiest way to explore our 
collection of door styles, colours and backplate options.

 

Share your finished creation with your kitchen designer who will be able 
to continue you on your journey to your dream kitchen.

 

P ICTURE  EV E RY 
POSS IB IL ITY

Discover all the possibilities today

www.outlinekitchens.co.uk
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MIX AND MATCH 
ALL THE OPTIONS 
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